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!Dorrito related violence will not end!
lllega·I amounts of dorritos found in the Tree of Life

Inside S.coop-yo:
all things to
scoop and with
which to scoop
CULTURE

HUMMUS
Look at you, being healthy. You
go Glenn Coco. You go. r AC 2
NEWS

BEWARE THE DORRITO WORSHIPERS! ALL BEWARE! IF YOU DARE TO CROS.S THEM YOU MAY FIND YOURSELF IN A PICKLE AND MAYBE LOOSE A PINKY TOE (OR TWO!).

BY GUY FIERI THE THIRD
-J

'AS rm

On Monday night, Feb. 30, at 6:66 p.m.,
two Pubic Safety officers found obscene
amounts of Doritos near the Tree of Life.
Saint Mary's students recognize the Tree
of Life as a symbol of sacredness and many
of them frequently engage in holy acts in
front of the Tree of Life, such as reciting
the Lord's prayer and spreading the blood
oflambs on the rope swing that hangs from
the tree's large branches.
P-Safe officers suspect that a vast amount
of Doritos were spread around the Tree of
Life in order to properly venerate the "Holy
Dorita." There has been speculation that
the prime suspects of this crime are the two
rival Dori to gangs that have recently been
on the chip radar. The first of the two gangs
is the Nacho Cheese gang, which has been
aro und since 1972. Pimp Queso, the leader
of the gang, had a few words to say in regards

to the whole Doritos controversy. "What
kind of cheese isn't yours? Nacho Cheese!
Ahaaa." Moments later Ranch Daddy, the
leader of the Cool Ranch gang gave his side
of the story.
"You know, [the Nacho Cheese gang] has
always just beenjealous that we've been the
more popular chip flavor. They've·declared
war on us too many times for.us to count,
but the sales don't lie, man. We're still
number one."
The Cool Ranch gang was formed in 1986
as a way to protect the inhalers of Doritos
from the woes of having fiery runs after
consuming copious amounts of Nacho
Cheese Doritos.
It seems that this war finally erupted
as officers also believe that the excessive
amounts of Nacho Cheese and Cool Ranch
doritos that were spread around the Tree
of Life was the result of a very serious gang
fight between the two groups. Officers found
empty Pringles cans and they suspect that

this was how the Doritos were smuggled
into the area without any suspicious witnesses.
A shrine made out of Dori to seasonings
was also found on top of the swing and Safe's official chip scene investigator has
put out a statement claiming that "after
analyzing the Dorita 'dust' we believe that
several of the gang members may have been
snorting the addictive substance." "Dorito
dust addiction" has been an epidemic that
has been rising _in the U.S. for the past two
decades and chip analysts claim that nearly
80 percent of adolescents ages 12-18 have
tried snorting Dorita dust at least once.
As a warning to the Saint Mary's community, P-Safe officers are taking precautions
to prevent any more illegal Dorita gang
activity. They warn students to be careful
of wearing Dorito gang-affiliated colors in
their clothing (blue or red) and to avoid
taking any chips that are in unsealed bags.
Safe snacking y'all.

United Nations welcomes students who did really really really great on their midterms
BY JEFF
THE MAN WHO LIVES JN OUR OFFICE

Once every few years, a politics class
titled Politics and Religion is offered at
Saint Mary's that attempts to tackle the big
issues facing the nation: How does religion
influence political decisions? How has religion historically been part of the makeup
of the country? Is this all good or bad?
After much contemplation, and a seriously
difficult midterm tqat asked students how

to reconcile these issues, students have
found a solution to the problem plaguing
-the nation and are being asked to address
it to the United Nations.
The United.Nations invited the Politics
and Religion students to their headquarters in New York City to discuss the implications of their solution, which will be
revealed over t_h e summer. The solution
is set to offer a solution to problems that
arise in American politics regarding the
differences between freedom of religion

as well as a basic code of American ethics.
The Saint Mary's class gained recognition for their work after their midterms
were posted online and found by UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon. Since
his discovery of the class's thoughts, the
content has been taken down from the
website, and the class was asked into the
UN for a round table discussion where they
ultimately reached a conclusion, which
will be implemented following their formal
presentation.

Saint Mary's brings back football; John Madden coaches
BY HUNTER P. JOHNSON
DRUG ADDICT AT LARGE

The moment we've all been waiting for
has arrived. No, Sodexo hasn't returned
the cups from the good old days. It's even
better. Saint Mary's football is back, immediately making the school national
championship favorites.
' Started in 1892, the same year as the
invention of toothpaste, Gaels football has

a rich and unforgettable history. In their
inaugural 1892 season, the Gaels started
strong, finishing the season 1-0 by defeating local powerhouse Oakland High School
by an unknown score.
The highpoint of the program arguably
came in the 1938 season when the squad
led by Slip Madigan defeated Texas Tech
in the Cotton Bowl Classic. The program
experienced ups and downs in the succeeding decades, with the plug ultimately

pulled after a 1-112004 season.
Now though, the football program is
back with a vengeance. The club will be led
by Hall-of-Fame coach and known Brett
Favre enthusiast John Madden.
Asked how exactly Saint Mary's was
able to acquire the legendary coach,
President James Donahue responded: '~I
don't know."
This Spring, the-team is expected to have
see SPORTS THINGS, page the next one

CARRO S
You won't turn orange,
don'tworry. PAU 3
OPINION

TORTILLA CHIPS
You'll start eating them and never stop.
And then your restaurant server will
judge you for how much you've eaten,
but that's okay. You do you. Pt". GE 5 ·
SPORTS

PRETZELS
Salty goodness. Even better when you
get the honey version. Tastes good with
frosting, surJ>risingly. Or not. PAGE 6
THE SUPER DUPER SECRET SECTION
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Work the extra$$$. PAGE 7
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a fierce battle for the quarterback
position brewing between Daniel
Conmy and that unbearable kid
from your seminar class. You
know who I'm talking about.
In an effort to prepare themselves for the fall season and
spread the joy of football across
the globe, Madden scheduled
little-known University of Alabama for a Spring scrimmage in
Botswana last Saturday.
With Conmy starting at QB,

the Gaels just couldn't get their
offense going, eventually falling
to Nick Saban's Crimson Tide
by a score of 91-3. To make matters worse, the Gaels were dealt
a crushing blow on the opening
play when Conmy broke his
clavicle twice.
"That was cray, yo," Conmy
said somberly after the game. "I
am in an absurd amount of pain
right now."
With that kid from your Semi-

nar class in as Conmy's replacement, matters didn't.improve. No
more clavicles were broken, but
Conmy's replacement seemed
more intent on insistently quotingAristotle than actually finding
open receivers.
"Happiness is the meaning and
the purpose oflife, the whole aim
and end of human existence,"
that kid declared after the game.
Despite the clavicle-breaking
loss, Madden and his student ath-

letes remain convinced that Saint
Mary's will be holding the College
Football Playoff National Championship Trophy next January.
"I am not the least bit discouraged by this absolute evisceration," said Madden. "If anything,
I'm excited to not lose by so many
points next time. That would be
sick."
The Gaels Will be back in action
this coming Saturday when they
take on the Ohio State Buckeyes.

SANTA MARIA'S COLLEGE OF TIJUANA
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The Kullej uhn is the unofficial newspaper of Saint
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·~ baby drama mama, don't like me
She doing things like having her boys come
from her neighborhood
To the studio trying to fi ght me"
-OurKAST

Collegiate Seminar rey-amps to include writers of color
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This past school year, there
has been a great deal of uproar
from Saint Mary's students regarding the downsizing of the
paper cups in Sodexo. Now, as
we enter into the month of April,
there is expected to be even more
rage as Sodexo will continue to
downsize the cups to an even
smaller size. Starting Monday,
April 4, the food service company
plans to begin phasing out the
current paper cups and replace
them with three ounce Dixie
cups. Sodexo believes that going
forth with this plan will cut down
on current waste tremendously.
Back in the first semester of
this school year, Oliver Hall
got rid of the original 12-ounce
paper cups and replaced them
with smaller eight-ounce ones. A
large portion of the Saint Mary's
student body became outraged
and even began protests against
the food service company and
the school itself. Now, as Sodexo
plans to downsize once again,
three ounce Dixie cups will
become permanent from here
on out.
There are a few key reasons for
this further downsizing. First of
all, this is a response for students
retaliating against the initial
downsizing. Sodexo believes that
this is a fit punishment for the
backlash and student protests.
Also, this decision is considered
to be a more practical one. After
switching to the eight ounce cups
last semester, the schooI generated a record amount of waste, as
students began to take extra cups
in order to make up for the size.
This has created an even greater
need to downsize.
Saint Mary's plans to stay true
to the new sustainability movement and do everything to urge
students to pay more attention
to this waste problem. Recently
at lunchtime, leftover food has
been being collected and put
on plates for students to have
for lunch. Sodexo plans to take
this even further and eventually, along with the Dixie cups,
only serve leftover food in Oliver
Hall in order teach Saint Mary's
students a lesson.

expectations of society, Collegiate
Seminar has unveiled a brandnew, never-before-seen version
of the mandatory Seminar reader,

to be implemented next fall. The
new reader features writers of
color exclusively. Additionally, to
acknowledge the existence of a

national pay gap, the Seminar faculty and committee members have
decided to allow 21 percent of the
seeDIVERSITY, look to the right

Comm. major doesn't talk about social construction
BY PATTY MCPATTERSON
CLA.if\..) SHE'S A JOURNALl"T

On Friday, April 1, Cambrie
Fisher, freshman communication major, did something she
never thought-she would. Fisher
refrained from mentioning
social constructionism in her
Seminar class.
Wikipedia says, "A social construct or construction concerns
the meaning, notion, or connotation placed on an object or
event by a society, .and adopted
by the inhabitants of that society
with respect to how they view or
deal with the object or event." In
that respect, a social construct as
an idea would be widely accepted
as natural by the society, but may
or may not represent a reality
shared by those outside the society, and would be an "invention
or artifice of that society."
The class began as it usually did. Fisher had prepared for
Seminar by skimming over the
assigned text and picking out a
few random quotes to strongly
disagree with. "I don't really do
the readings, but I think what
most of these writers have to
say is totally wrong," explained
Fisher. Like many of her classmates, she likes to use Seminar
as a platform to voice her concerns on issues that are loosely
related to the assignment.
Normally, Fisher likes to tie
in what she learned in her Communications and Social Under-

standing (Comm. 2) course ,
however; on April 1 something
strange happened. "I thought it
was so interesting to learn about
social constructionism and I like
to blow people's minds by letting
them know that their narrow
minded essentialist viewpoint
is just a social construction."
When asked what other things
Fisher had learned in Comm. 2,
she replied that she spent most
of class intermittently scrolling
through Twitter, Face book, and
Tumblr and, "That question is
really just a social construction . What is learning? What
is listening? Wake up and stop
abiding by societal norms."

"I felt like yelling 'You
can't be confused
because like everything
is a social construction
and like the meaning
is whatever you
like think it is.' But I
didn't and it was like
a true struggle."
So what happened on April
1? Fisher explained that she
wanted to resist bringing up
social constructionism as an experiment. "I wondered like what
would these people do without
my reminders? Would they fall

into the trap of thinking a chair
is a chair? Or what?"
. Milo Halifax, senior undeclared, was one of the first
students to speak up in class.
Halifax commented that he had
been confused during many
parts of the text and didn ' t
believe he had understood the
author's message. "I felt like
yelling, 'You can't be confused
because everything is a social
construction and the ·m eaning
is whatever you think it is.' But I
didn't and it was a true struggle"
Fisher recalled.
Five minutes into class, Fisher realized that her experiment
was going to take an immense
amount of willpower and even
then she might not succeed.
Her. peers talked about everything from religion to politics
and even race. Through each
conversation Fisher restrained
"herself from pointing out the
obvious; everything is a social
construction.
At the end of class she was
exhausted. She will not be attempting her experiment again
any time soon. "People are so
closed minded and I can't handle
quietly sitting by while they buy
into the system. It's like my duty
to tell them that everything they
know is wrong," said Visher.
She rewarded herself after
class by going to Starbucks and
buying a vente caramelized
melted truffle mocha m a cchiato.

Plans to open on-campus bar in student union
BY BUD CALLAHAN
FOSTON U...i...jOVv"l

Saint Mary's folklore, and
massive photos plastered in
campus spaces, tells us that there
was once a bar in the bookstore/
Delphine Lounge area. The bar is
coming back. Modeled after the
UC Berkeley Bear's Lair Bar, an
on campus bar is being planned
in President Donahue's Strategic
Plan as part of a new student
union. The bar will be open
Wednesdays-Saturdays from 6
p.m. to 2 a.m.
The bar, title to be voted on
by the.strategic plan committee,
will feature a variety of drinks
available to students and staff
over 21. It has been implemented

into the strategic plan as part
of the Gaels Party Safe initiative, also a part of SM Cares. The
addition of a bar aims to keep
students on campus and safe
should they consider consuming
alcoholic beverages.
The menu intends to feature a variety of beers, wines,
and mixed drinks. Due to the
plethora of vineyards associated with or run by members
of the Saint Mary's community,
provided wine will be from Saint
Mary's alumni-owned companies. Mixed drinks will also be
chosen by the strategic planning
committee and will be named after well-known Christian brothers and prominent professors.
There will also be a selection of

Sodexo-approved small plates
separate from what is offered
in Oliver Hall, including truffle
fries, kettle corn, chicken wings,
and mini-sliders.
The bar and the new student
union are set to be ·located as
part of Ferroggiaro Quad in an
added lower level to Ferroggiaro
building, with added tunnels to
connect to the catacombs for
more access. The building is set
to be complete within the next
two years, by the end of the 20172018 school year, which could
mean an added two years based
on the progress and projected
completion date for the Joseph
L. Alioto Recreation Center.

"What is the malted liqour
What gets you drunker quicker"
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Roxane Gay's latest novel: ''Bad Feminisf'

What's Inside

Urges readers to accept feminism and stil~ be themselves

NEWS

SURPLUS JLACK EXHIBIT

Peter Freund, Chair of the Art & Art
History Department, will be presenting
an experimental film exhibit, featuring
a variety offilm clips. PAGE 2
MOVING FROM DISGUST TO HUMOR:

Dr. Runion's talks about her theory of
how the Bible is the cornerstone for
disdain of certain sexualities. PAGE 3
CULTURE

ROXANE GAY speaks about her novel "Bad Feminist" and relays how her experiences don't follow the conventional standards of feminism. (Courtesy of the Addison Recorder)

BY MADISON LATTNER
STAFF WRITER

Roxane Gay, a writer, teacher, and
expert tweeter, gave a talk called, "Bad
Feminist," featuring her latest book, a
compilation of essays. She started off
the presentation with a facetious story
about her hot UPS man that elicited
many laughs from the audience. This
same humor continued on throughout
the rest of the talk, making what can usually be a heavy topic to discuss light and
approachable. Uchechi Nnachi, a Saint
Mary's student who attended the event,
was glad she went.
Nnachi said that she liked "how honest she was and how her humor had a
deeper meaning." After the UPS story,
the audience listened to an essay "Typical

First-Year Professor," describing Dr. Gay's
experience as a teacher. She also read an
essay about how to be friends with another woman and then finished with her
reading the essay that the whole talk was
based on: how she sees herself as a "Bad
Feminist." The message was how Gay,
and anyone else, can embrace feminism
while still being truly themselves. She
defines this as being a "bad feminist," but
it is better than not being a feminist at all.
She described how she doesn't fit into the
typical feminist mold because her favorite
color is pink and she doesn't care at all
about cars or being able to fix her own.
Much of Gay's writing was clearly relatable to the audience and her open, inviting
presence really drew the crowd in. The
audience radiated a general sense of admiration. Many of the audience members

were her loyal Twitter followers. This was
made apparent ~er all of her reading was
done and people were given the opportunity to ask questions.
One student asked about her confidence and learning not to be afraid to
speak in front of others, as well as being able to share such intimate parts of
herself in her writing. Gay confessed to
actually being a shy introvert and to get
over this she became a bartender for a
period of time.
After attending the event, student Tia
Hansen commented that Gay was, "an
open book when she talked, and she let
you into the levels of her insecurities and
confidence. Her extrovert and introvert
qualities showed through the way she
talked. She showed you how you could be
all those things at once and still be happy."

KEH LANI'S SUICIDE ATTEMPT

After accusations on social media
blamed her for allegedly cheating,
singer-songwriter Kehlani
was hospitalized. PAGE 4
.UNTITLED UNMASTERED

Track-by-track review of Kendrick
Lamar's new album, which features
eight new songs from the artist. PAGE 5

OPINION

Br. Thomas to receive an honorary doctorate degree
BY SEAN HEISKELL
CONTRIBUTING WRiTER

Brother Thomas Johnson, FSC, grew up
on the West Side of Chicago in a Catholic
family. He was first introduced to the life the
Christian Brothers while attending a local
Lasallian school: "I think for me it was kind
of a gradual thing. I got more interested in
the Brothers and really liked them a lot. At
my high school, they would play basketball
with us, they would joke with us outside
of class. Although, they were strict. You
wouldn't mess around with them in class. I
admired them more and more, and that was
the beginning of my vocation."
After graduating high school in 1964,
Brother Thomas entered the novitiate,
where, after a year of training, he took his
first vows. He continued his studies at Lewis
University, 35 miles outside of Chicago.
After graduating in 1969, Brother Thomas
taught in Lasallian schools in Illinois until
1990, when he was appointed Visitor of
the order's Chicago District. He quickly
gained a reputation as an effective, fair, and
dedicated administrator. He later became
Visitor of the Midwest district, and then was
appointed Regional Coordinator of the U.S.
and Toronto region in 2002.
The hard-working former English teacher was shocked when he was elected by a
majority of his peers to the position ofVicar

ISIS FORCES BIRTH CONTROL
ONTO SEX SLAVES

Women and children are pressured to
take multiple forms of contraceptives
to support sex trafficking. PAGE 6
SPORTS
MEET THE ATHLETES

Lacrosse players Molly Kuptz and
Colleen O'Connor are profiled on
their commitment to sports. PAGE 7

BROTHER THOMAS JOHNSON will be revisiting Saint Mary's later this month. (Courtesy of Christian Brothers of the Midwest)

General of the Christian Brothers. Brother
Thomas said that his thoughts at the time
were "something along the lines of 'Why
me?' and 'What was I getting into?"' Brother
Thomas continued, "Ultimately, I felt that
if this is what God and the Brothers wanted
me to do, I would do it. I must say I felt it
more of a duty than an honor, but I have
appreciated my time working with Brother
Alvaro and the other Brothers in Rome."
While serving as Vicar General from

2007 to 2014, Brother Thomas traveled
to forty-three countries, roughly half the
number of those that the brothers are affiliated with. "The experience widened my
horizons and increased my appreciation
of the Brothers and Lasallians worldwide,"
Brother Thomas said.
Brother Thomas also gave his opinion on
where Saint Mary's fits within the ideals
and mission of the Brothers. "The Lasallian
see BROTHER THOMAS, page 2

BASEBALL WINS THIRD
STRAIGHT wee SERIES

The Gaels take another series,
including a complete game gem
by Johnny York. PAGE 8
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BROTHER THOMAS: Shows his support for Saint Mary's Lasallian community
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Mission of higher education is essential in the formation of young
people today. In the United States,
we actually have more students
at the university level than at the
secondary level."
"Saint Mary's provides a Lasallian education, focused on values,
in a student-centered way that

attempts to touch the hearts
and minds of students," Brother
Thomas said. "Saint Mary's College focuses on the liberal arts and
does a wonderful job of developing young people who are critical
thinkers-and who can make a difference in the lives of others. Saint
Mary's students are encouraged
to be concerned with and to do
something about making better

the lives of those marginalized."
After serving his seven-year
term as Vicar General, Brother
Thomas returned to Chicago,
where he currently lives and
works with Christian Brothers
novitiates in the city's South
Side. When not working, Brother
Thomas spends his time reading,
running, and supporting his beloved Chicago Cubs, whose sue-

cess this coming baseball season
he is cautiously optimistic about.
. Brother Thomas Johnson, FSC,
Director ofNovices, Lasallian Region of North America, Brothers of
Christian Schools, will receive an
honorary doctorate degree during
the annual Saint Mary's College
Convocation, which takes place
from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. in the Chapel
on Wednesday, April 13.
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For one night, on April 22, the
Surplus ILack Experimental Film
exhibit will be held from 7:00 to
10:00 p.m. (doors will open at 6:15
p.m.). The event will take place at
The Lab (2948 16th Street) located
in the heart of the Mission District
in San Francisco, and for students
taking public transportation, the
nearest BART station will be at 16th
Street/Mission.
The exhibit will feature a collection of experimental film shorts,
curated by Peter Freund, a professor
and ChairoftheArtandArtHistory
Department at Saint Mary's. The
other curator, Jaimie Baron, is currently an assistant professor of Film
Studies at the University of Alberta.
Freund is also -a practicing experimental filmmaker in addition
to teaching the subject here at Saint
Mary's. He remarks that, "Curating
is an extension of my art practice.
I've curated student film shows for
years and started curating professional work about ten years ago."
Baron, on the other hand, is the
founder and director of the Festival

of (In)appropriation, an annual
- international festlval of short experimental found-footage films. In
January 2014, her first book, "The
Archive Effect: Found Footage and
the Audiovisual Experience of History'' was published by Routledge
Press.
In order to choose which films
would be shown in the exhibit,
Freund and Baron selected 22 films
out of over 150 submissions that
came from all over the world. Their
"main criterion was to select work
thatusedsurplusorlackinstunning,
unexpected ways." The interconnected theme between the film
shorts is to find a way to artistically
partake in the "impossibility of representation." The 22 clips will range
from two seconds to 13 minutes and
theywill examine the gap and excess
in the implications that the images
strive to depict. The pieces also work
to accurately portray "the real, the
ethical, the beautiful, the missing,
the disappeared, [and] the desired"
The two co-curators hope to expose the audience to the power and
wide variety of techniques that as
expressed in experimental films as
an art form. According to Freund,

''This selection ofexperimental film
inSurpluslLackchallengesthestandard movie-goer's expectation of a
'total immersive experience' ...That's
the hallmarkcliche ofentertainment
film. Call it 'Hollywood' or whatever
you want; even the majority of socalled 'independent films' abide by
this mandate to deliver to the customer sittingwaitingpatientlyin the
dark to complete satisfaction of the
commodity." Several art theorists
have discovered that the issue with
this is that the entertainment industry does not take into account the
irrelevance between the audience
and the actors on the screen.
The title of the exhib-it,
SurpluslLack, was inspired by the
shortcomings as well as the overabundant concepts that are present
in films, which can also be considered intense and aesthetically pleas"
ing. Many ofthe shorts in this exhibit
will be of "political importance" as
they ask for the viewer to partake
in the "construction of meaning:'
It calls for the viewer to question
and broaden their understanding of
casual hobbies. Freund makes the
suggestion that, "The question of
enjoyment should be seen through

the lens of social justice."
Viewers can enjoy great pieces
"through the lens of social justice;'
like "Voice Via Violin" by Daniel
Fetzner, which is a documentary of
a live performance of a singer in a
gallery space in Freiburg, Germany,
and simultaneously shows a violin
player on a donkey cart in Cairo,
Egypt. "Passing Through" by Rob
Sabal is another interesting piece
that portrays "a portrait of devastation tourism in the aftermath of the
2011 tsunami in Japan." The third
piece, ''YouSuffer?"byToddJurgess
is merely the span of two seconds
and the viewer witnesses a fl.ash of
images to represent "the average
first-worlder's relationship to atrocity, geopolitics, and global capital."
The event is an extension of Art
155, an experimental filmmaking
class Freund teaches every year,
and he mentions that he is "very
fortunate to be organizing a show
with a terrificcrewof[SaintMazy's]
students who come from art, English, sociology, and business."
Formoreinformation, thewebsite
www.surpluslackcom will be going
live next week Until then, there is
an active Facebook page.
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Crime Beat
3/11/16
10:09 a.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Information about a
possible restraining order in More
Hall; referred to Dean of Students
Office and Moraga PD
3/ 12/ 16
10:34 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing blanket retrieved and returned in Aquinas
Hall; closed
3/13/16
12:15 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Activation of smoke
detectors in Garaventa Hall - unknown cause. No fire, smoke, or
scorching; referred to Facilities
Services
3/ 13/ 16
12:50 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of Marijuana Paraphernalia in Syufy Hall;
referred to the Dean of Students
Office
3/ 14/16
11:08 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana and paraphernalia; referred
to the Dean of Students Office

"To act upon 011e~'i convictions while others wait,
To create apositiveforce in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide iriformation to people when
it wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice- n
-TED TURNER

3/ 15/ 16
3:10 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism
Synopsis: Vehicle appears to be
keyed in Upper De La Salle Park-

ing Lot; referred to the Dean of
Students Office
3/ 15/ 16
8:45 p.m.
Incident: Information Report
Synopsis: Student vehicle stuck
in mud at SMC cross; referred to
the Dean of Students Office

Claeys; suspended
3/ 22/ 16
11:08 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alarm in Ageno C. No fire, smoke,
or scorching; referred to Dean
of Students Office and Facilities
Services

3/22/16
4:37 p.m.
3/12/16
11:35 p.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Suspicious circumSynopsis: Suspicious circumstances in Thille Hall; referred to stances at Public Safety Front
. Gate; referred to the SMC Broththe Dean of Students Office
er's Community
3/ 16/16
9:23 p.m.
Incident: Informational Report
3/ 26/ 16
11:40 a.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Possible vandalism in
Synopsis: Faculty member enJustin Hall; referred to the Dean
tered through side door and set off
of Students Office
alarm at Rheem Center; referred
to Facilities Services
3/16/16
9:30 p.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Suspicious circum3/ 24/ 16
12:05 p.m.
Incident: FraudulentActivities
stances in South Claeys; referred
Synopsis: Unauthorized guest
to the Dean of Students Office
in South Claeys; referred to the
Dean of Students Office
3/17/16
5:52 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown cause
3/ 25/ 16
3:11 a.m.
Incident: Property Damage
in Ageno A - no fire, smoke, or
scorching; referred to the Dean·
Synopsis: Auto vs. object - damof Students Office and Facilities age to college vehicle in St. Albert's
Hall Library; suspended
Services
3/ 18/ 16
2:31 a.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Suspicious circumstances in Brother Jerome West
Parking Lot; suspended

3/ 30/16
12:18 p.m.
Incident: Suspicious Circumstances
Synopsis: Car alarm activated
and door found ajar in South

3/ 30/16
6:44 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana in Upper De La Salle; referred to the Dean of Students
3/30/16
7:40 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Student with seizure
in LeFevre Theatre - no transport;
referred to the Dean of Students
and Health & Wellness Center
3/30/16
11:15 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Found property with
marijuana paraphernalia in Oliver
Hall; referred to the Dean of Students Office
3/ 30/16
9:42 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana & paraphernalia inAquinas
Hall - noise curfew violation;
referred to the Dean of Students
Office
3/31/16
12:33 a.m.
Incident: Medical Transport
Synopsis: Allergic reaction in
Ageno A - transported to John
Muir Hospital; referred to the
Dean of Students Office and
Health & Wellness Center
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NEWS
Dr. Runions discusses the links between race and sex in the Bible
BY SOFIA JEREMIAS

On Wednesday evening, students gathered in the Soda Center
to listen to the theories of Dr.
Erin Runions, Associate Professor of Religious Studies ·at
Pomona College. Runions presented a lecture titled, "Moving
from Disgust to Humor: Rahab's
Queer Affect in Joshua."
David Flannigan, a Theology
and Religious Studies professor at Saint Mary's, introduced
Runions. He stressed, "One of
the themes I hope has been impressed upon you in your Bible
class is that there isn't one way
to interpret the Bible."
Runions began her lecture
with a monumental question;
"Disgust, abhorrence, abomination-how do these words become associated with gay sex?"
Runion's theory was that the
Bible had been the cornerstone in
creating disdain for certain types
of sexuality. Her goal was to identify these instances, understand
their historical background, and
ultimately "move away from disgust through humor."
Her argument centered on
understanding how race and
sexuality were linked intentionally throughout the Hebrew
bible. Runions explained that the
Israelites and Canaanites were

racially linked. In order for the Israelites to justify conquering and
colonizing their land, they had to
racially separate themselves from
the Canaanites. This was done
through accusing the Canaanites
of certain types of sexual 'aberrations' and associating these
sexual acts with disgust and uncleanness. "Disgust in the Bible
starts out as disgust towards the
Canaanites," said Runions. "This
process of sexualizing race is as
old, maybe older than the Bible."
The story of Rahab the prostitute was a prominent example
in Runion's lecture. She claimed
that Rahab did not fit the heteronormative structure. Runions
was careful to explain her definition of heteronormative."I'm
thinking about queer in an expansive way." Rahab was not queer
in the sense of homosexuality,

but queer in the sense that she
did not fit the norms of marriage or monogamy. "Rahab is
neither monogamous, nor wife,
nor mother."
Runions pointed out the many
inconsistencies in Rahab's character. "Many feminists want to
claim her as a strong figure, but
she sells out her people." Towards
the end of her lecture Runions
used the story of Rahab to prove
her theories concerning humor.
She believed humor had the ability to "create effective reverberations that work differently" and
allows people to "move towards
reviled objects rather than away
from them."
Her alternative version of Rahab explored the idea of the story
as a Canaanite peasant story, a
story where both the Israelite
spies and the King of Jericho are

incompetent. The first element
of the story she questioned was
the placement of the two spies
in a brothel. Why did two men
instructed to gather crucial information before a major attack stop
in a brothel? Runions believes
that this part of the story was intended to mock the Israelites ..It
is only through the help of Rahab
that they are able to escape and
hide out for several days while
the King of Jericho embarks on
a fruitless search. The version
that now appears in the bible is
the result of the Deuteronomic
source attempting to tame and
reintegrate it into Jewish history.
Runions concluded, "Maybe the
best designation of Rahab is not
as hero, but as a trickster. It is
really as a trickster that Rahab
brings laughter that moves affect."

Healing 101
An introduction to healing, from a
Christian Science perspective
Live webcasts I webinars will be held
each Monday in April, at 7:30 PM.
Full details & registration:

Lucas College and Graduate School of Business

If you are interested in a career in tax accounting, a Master of Science
in Taxation (MST) is a great way to meet the 150-hour requirement to
become a CPA.
• 30-unit graduate degree program

SAAM Day of Action
Tuesday, April 5
11:00-3:00 p.m.
Dante Quad
Contact Brittany Talley
bnt3@stmarys-ca.edu

Texts & Teaching: Dworkin,
Anzaldua, and Lorde
Tuesday, April 5
12:00-1:00 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Jose Feito
jfeito@stmarys-ca.edu

healinglOl.sharethepractice.org

Prepare to become a CPA.

Calendar

LUNAFEST
Tuesday, April 5
6:30p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Brittany Talley
bnt3@stmarys-ca.edu

Free 4-Week Lecture Series for Learners of All Ages

Attention
Accounting Majors1

Campus

Follow us on
social media:

WWW.STMARYSCOllEGIAN.COM

THE C'oLLEGIAN

• Full-time or part-time options available
Or, if you are interested in a career in assurance or advisory, a Master of
Science in Accountancy (MSA) can meet your CPA needs in our full-time,
30-unit program.
@SM(_COLLEGIAN

Get more information at:

One Planet Film Festival 2016
Tuesday, April 5
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Galileo 201
Contact Kenneth Worthy
kaw9@stmarys-ca.edu
Lu'au
Wednesday, April 6
5:00-9:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact IC
TheIC@stmarys-ca.edu
Dr. Carla Bossard - Professor
of the Year 2016 - Presentation
and Reception
Thursday, April 7
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys
Lounge
Contact Cheryl H. Kelly
X4409
INVEST: Glorifying White
Crime
Thursday, April 7
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Delphine Hall
Contact Legacy Lee
x8358

www.sjsu.edu/lucasgsb/programs/mst/

S.'JTSU

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY
SM(_COLLEGIAN

SMCCOLLEGIAN

LOOKCLOSER. ~~e

Qtollegian

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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CULTURE
Cyberbullying's effects still felt in 2016 by R&B artist Kehlani
BY CONRAD SAIN
C.,TP i:t WRITER

Modern technology has dramatically altered the landscape of social
interactions, successfully linking people around the world. For all its
benefits, a great deal of attention
has been focused on the impersonal
nature of communicating virtually,
rather than interacting in person.
Many believe we're losing the personal touch of a handwritten note,
a kind call, or even a face-to-faee
meeting.
Under the protection of anonymity and a screen, people succumb to
their darker natures and are willing
to target ethnic, gender, and sexual
minorities. Targets of cyberbullying experience vile, hateful posts ARTIST KEHLANI falls victim to the scrutiny of Internet harassment after a tagged lnstagram post. (Courtesy of Good Music All Day)
and messages that result in lower
self-esteem, increased depression, critical and threatening posts in- andherfamily."
and the victims of their attacks.
and suicidal ideation.
tending to shame Kehlani for her
Irving's tweets helped dispel the
While technology can expedite
A recent case involving the fe- actions. Unable to find support controversy surrounding Kehlani,
conversation, it removes one of
male rapper Kehlani has demon- from her friends and fans, and as- and once the Internet realized they
the most fundamental aspects of
strated that even celebrities are saulted on multiple social media prematurely targeted the young
interpersonal communication:
not immune to the tragic effects platforms by those unaware of the artist, Kehlani received an outpouremotional expression.
of cyberbullying. The firestorm full story, she succumbed to the ingofwarrnthandsupportfromher
Kehlani's story is by no means
targeting Kehlani began last week, suicidal thoughts many victims of fellow artists. However, there are
unique, as thousands of individuals
when her ex-boyfriend, the rapper cyberbullying experience.
still close-minded individuals who
suffer the effects of cyberbullying.
known as PartyNextDoor, posted
On March 28, Kehlani posted a refuse to back down, such as R&B
From Demi Lovato to Adele, cean Instagram picture of the two of picture on Instagram with an IV in sensation Chris Brown.
lebrities are constantly under the
them holding hands in bed. At the her arm, captioned "Today I wanted
In response to Kehlani's Insscrutiny of the public eye. Their
time, it was believed she was still to leave this earth ... but don't be- tagram post, the rapper tweeted,
weight, hair, lifestyles, families,
dating Kyrie Irving, a star basket- lieve the blogs you read ... no one "there is no attempting suicide.
and love lives being advertised on
ball player on the Cleveland Cava- was cheated on and I'm not a bad Stop flexing for the gram. Doing
a public platform leaves them in
liers, and the Internet took it upon person." Kyrie Irving confirmed sh** for sympathy so them coma vulnerable place. Even artists
themselves to remind her of this.
ber story in a series of tweets the men ts under your pies don't look
like Kelly Clarkson, who like many
The twenty-year-old artist re- next day, stating, "Me and Kehlani so bad."
women, gain weight during their
ceived an overwhelming backlash were not dating when the picture
Chris Brown's classless, antagopregnancies, are not spared from
on both Twitter and Instagram, came out ... nothing but love and nistic comments reveal a deep
online harassment. British news
host Katie Hopkins tweeted about
with individuals writing highly compassion over this way for her disconnect between the Internet

the American Idol's figure, "Look
chubsters, Kelly Clarkson had a
baby a year ago. That is no longer
baby weight. That is carrot cake
weight. Get over yourselves." Clarkson responded to the situation
during an interview, "Oh, and she's
tweeted something nasty about
me? -That's because she doesn't
kriow me. I'm awesome! It doesn't
bother me. It's a free world. Say
what you will. I've just never cared
what people think. It's more if I'm
happy and I'm confident and feeling
good, .that's always been my thing.
And more so now, since having a
family-I don't seek out any other
acceptance."
R&B singer Ciara has experienced similar online hate to
Kehlani's, which prompted her to
write a letter to the public regarding
the situation in 2015. Ciara writes,
"People sure do have a lot of courage when they are anonymous. It's
like a 'Who Can Say the Nastiest
Comment Game.' I click onto some
of the comments from something
as fun as an Instagram post that
you're sharing with your fans, and
a person finds a way to' turn a positive post into a negative. I think to
myself, 'I could pick this person
apart so bad but what for? Why act
ugly like them?' It honestly takes
the fun out of it when people seem
so miserable."
For society to begin healing the
damage inflicted by cyberbullying,
we must realize that our words can
profoundly impact the well-being
of others, whether they are said inperson or typed out on a keyboard.

SeaWorld's closing of live killer whale shows is less than progressive
BY CAMILLA MARAIS
I- SSi~TA!\JT CULTUPE E.D!TOR

Satellite Award winner for
Best Documentary Film, the
2013 documentary and Academy
Award nominated film "Blackfish" achieved more than critical attention. Last November,
SeaWorld announced that their
live orca whale shows will cease
to exist at their San Diego location. While we can hope that this
decision was made out of the
moral conviction of SeaWorld
administration, this action is a
consequence of the California
law deeming captive killer whale
breeding illegal. It has been two
years since the public has had
access to "Blackfish," and its
eye-opening look into what goes
on in SeaWorld's deep tanks.
The scientific backbone of the
passed law is that killer whales
in captivity have shorter lifespans, and the inability to breed
the orca whales would severely damage the performances.
PETA Foundation Director of
Animal Law Jared Goodman
states, "An end to Seaworld's
tawd-ry circus-style shows is
inevitable and necessary, but it's
captivity that denies these farranging orcas everything that is
natural and important to them."
To allow guests to see the sealife in a more authentic way, SeaWorld's new management will
be replacing the live shows with
a new resort within the park.
KQRE news states, "SeaWorld
earlier this year announced
plans for a $100 million expan-

SEA WORLD TRAINERS lead the finale·of their Shamu Celebration killer whale show in the Orlando, Florida park. (Courtesy of The Guardian)

sion of the killer whale tanks in
San Diego to boost attendance,
but the California Coastal Commission made approval of the
project, d ubbed 'Blue World,'
contingent on SeaWorld."
In addition, the San Diego
SeaWorld will be installing a
major tank expansion for the
new orca experience. "We're not
limited to any one animal, to any
one show, to any one attraction,"
Sea World CEO Joel Manby told
investor's in an event that was
live-streamed online. "We are
listening to our guests; we're
evolving as a company; we're
always changing. San Diego
park visitors want experiences
that are 'more natural' ... So we
actually think it's a good thing
because our guests will resonate
with it mor.e. The theatrical

production of the show in that
market is what they wanted to
see less of."
For those of us who have yet
to see the "Blackfish " documentary (free on Netflix), the film
gives viewers an inside look of
killer whale captivity, focusing
on the 2010 death of San Diego
trainer Dawn Brancheau. Highlighting the life of killer whale
Tilikum, who killed Brancheau
during a Dining with Shamu
show, former SeaWorld trainers and scientists break down
the utter psychosis the captive
animals go through.
Taking viewers through history, SeaWorld's 1970's Shamil
show was a huge money-maker;
showing trainers riding on the
whale's backs and giving kids
a chance to sit in the "splash-

zone," the park was a massive
tourist attraction. As this history has evolved, as well as fatal
incidents with captive k ill er
wha l es, SeaWorld has faced
backlash from the public.
While California rejoices
with this moral animal protection breakthrough, this same
celebration cannot be extended
throughout our nation, or even
for SeaWorld as a whole. The live
killer whale shows will continue
in the park's San Antonio and
Orlando locations. Despite the
company's closed stock (SEAS)
at $17.91, plummeting attendance, and disgraceful reputation, California's intense rebuttal of SeaWorld is not enough to
close live shows nationally nor
internationally.
It truly is a step in the right di-

rection for the San Diego park to
end live shows, but the-public is
not immune to the fact that the
core issue has not been resolved:
there are still killer whales in
captivity. "An end to SeaWorld's
tawdry circus-style shows is
inevitable and necessary, but
it's captivity that denies these
far-ranging orcas everything
that is natural and important to
them," said Jared Goodman of
the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. "This move is
like no longer whipping lions in
a circus act but keeping them
locked inside cages for life."
An unfortunate reality of
SeaWorld's court case is that it
touches on such a broad aspect
of the entertainment industry:
animal captivity. This ruling
does not only affect the killer
whales, dolphins, and sea lions
at SeaWorld, but all animals in
zoos, aquari u ms, circuses, and
other forms of encapsulation.
"We certain ly know with the
regulatory environment out
there that happened with orcas,
and some of what happened in
California, with the reputation
out there, I think we would be
foolish if we didn't look at other
options," Manby said.
While we can rejoice in this
progressive step SeaWorld San
Diego has taken, let us continue
to pursue moral development
within American entertainment, nationally.
For more information on how
to be active in this pursuit, peta.
org offers more information on
this advocacy.
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CULTURE
MOVIE REVIEW

Stunning art film depicts native culture and a struggle against imperialism
BY MAXIMILIAN DREXLER

-') N IP 1:5U, 'NG WR!TEP
"Embrace of the Serpent" is a
psychedelic odyssey through the
dying and ancient world of the
Amazon. This film provides a different experience for viewers. It
is a dreamlike adventure into the
jungle, an ethnographic journey
for identity, and a seemingly hopeless struggle against imperialism.
It is in a word a masterpiece and
one of the best films I have seen in
a while. It is a deeplypoetic Herzogian film shot in black-and-white
With the moreAyahuasca-infused
sections of the film shot in color.
"Embrace of the Serpent" is the
third film by Colombian film director Ciro Guerra and has been met
with worldwide acclaim. The film
won awards at the 2015 Cannes
Film Festival and a nomination for
the Bi::st Foreign Language Film at
the Academy Awards.
The film centers on an Amazonian shaman Karamakate. He is
the last survivor of his tribe and is

EMBRACE OF THE SERPENT features brilliant cinematography, with beautiful scenery, and is mostly shot in black and white. (Courtesy of Vax)

hostile to white imperialism that is
destroying his way oflife and identity. Karamakateencounters in his
lifetime two western ethnologists
who are looking for a legendry
planet called "Vakruna." The two

ethologists, German Theodor
Koch-Grunberg and American
Richard Evans Schultes, are based
loosely on real life diaries ..These
two scientists never meet each
other in the film but their search

for the plan collectively spans the
course of 40 years. In that time,
they bofh end up finding more
than the scared plant of healing;
they find another part of themselves and a better understanding

of a forgotten world and a way of
being.
The film is very stylized and uses
the visuals of nature to explore
many interesting and somewhat
abstract concepts. The use of the
rivers of the Amazon to helpcutto
flashbacks as a metaphor for time
and the psychedelic visions as an
allegory for some sort of naturalist pantheism or oneness with the
universeareafewexamplesofthis.
The directing and cinematography
are great and the actors all give
outstanding performances. It
would be hard to find another film
out now that shows such a great respect for "peoples whose song we
will never know," as Guerra puts
it in the closing credits. It address
the terrible nature of colonialism,
but in the end gives some hope of
understanding between cultures.
The film is being shown at the
Shattuck Cinemas and the Opera Plaza Cinemas. This film is
definitely a must-see for anyone
interested in art films, anthropology, and psychedelic adventures.

ALBUM REVIEW

Lyrical analysi5 of Kendrick's "Untitled Unmastered" track by track
BY JOHN PAUL HEAD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

(Courtesy of Vax)

In the past 12 months, no rapper
has pushed the boundaries of what
is known as modern day rap further
than Kendrick Lamar. Nearly days
away from the year anniversary of
his sophomore album, "To Pimp a
Butterfly," we were lucky enough
to receive a follow-up album, ''Untitled Unmastered." To clarify
the meaning of these works, the
artist himself took to Twitter and
explained it as: "Demos from To
Pimp A Butterfly. In Raw Form.
Unfinished. Untitled. Unmastered." Afterperforming"Untitled
03 I 05.28.2013." on Colbert and
"Untitled 08 I 09.06.2014." on
Fallon, one of TD E's head honcho's, Danger Kipawaa (Anthony
Tiffith), received a tweet. After
King Kendrick's Grammy performance, Lebron James tweeted,
"Yo @dangerookipawaa after that
@kendricklamar Grammy performance, you have to release those
untitled tracks asap!!! What's up?
Talk to me." Just a brief 40 minutes
later, the studio executive replied,
"Damn ... u on my head ;;! .•.The fans
been killing me. Y'all just backed
me in a corner.. Give me a few days
2think."10 days later, TDE/Aftermath/Interscope records released
this originally crafted piece of art.
This form of art, which is in the artist's repertoire, is known by Lamar
as his chamber of uncleai:ed, or unreleased content that didn't make
his albums. He saves these pieces
and recentlyforrned them together
as one harmonic piece. Now, let

us delve deep into the meaning
behind the powerful sound lyricism that Kendrick Lamar is so
commonly known for.
Untitled 0108.19.2014"
This is a song that about the
Heavens. In his intro to the song, he
refers to a lamb, which is symbolic.
He alludes to himself as a lamb by
being "Compton's human sacrifice"
in his album, "Good Kid, MAAD.
City." It's Kendrick's warning to
mankind, addressing the books of
Revelations. He makes many references to the Bible, and even speaks
about his conversations with God.
Seeing himself as a servant to God,
he pulls out the resume of all his
deeds in life, starting on his birthday, and refers to his best work as
giving us "To Pimp a Butterfly."
"Untitled 02 6.23.14"
The sarcast\c response of"Hooray" to this songs uplifting chant
of "Pimp-Pimp," referring to his
album title, Lamar adds witty intro
and concept played throughout the
album's runtime. Lamar's zodiac
sign is Gemini, which represents
duality between material things
andhumanlife.HemakesaBiblical
reference to· Jonah and the whale,
explains what it means to turn
"burgundy," and how he swags out
in his hood with white styrofoam.
Then, thethemeofthealbumisrevealed, "get top on the phone." He
then explains in the second verse
that his relationship with God is on
a phone-to-phone basis, he admits
to kilrmg someone in his past, and
doesn't want to relapse. He speaks
about his influence on Obama, and
tells us about a second coming of
9/11, and how his gang is "g'd out
from the feet out."
"Untitled 03 05.28.2013"
The next song was written just
days before Lamar preformed on
one of the last episodes of The Colbert Report. He wrote it simply because he didn't want to preform his
latest single, "I." Throughout this
song, several minorities (Asians,
Indians, and Blacks) give Kendrick

"a piece" of themselves-advising it.Healsowantstosettheexample
him on how to live his life better. of a moral man. The third verse is
However the majority (the white a duet with Jay Rock, where both
man) takes "a piece" of Kendrick of them rap about the life experito devaluate and capitalize off his · ence that they share. They end
talents. Likewise "a piece of mines" by questioning whether they are
talks about the "white man" taking dreaming, or if life is a facade.
a piece of you to become a famous
"Untitled 06 06.30.2014"
artist.
Lamar follows up the ending of
"Untitled 04 08.14.2014"
''Untitled 05" with more questions
This is Lamar's greatest song in about life. In the first line of "06,"
my opinion. He admits what is the he speaks about what it feels like
answer and truth to him. Enough being a Gemini and having dual
said. This song was made around personalities. CeeLo Green comes
the same time "For Free" was cre- in, trying to explain all of Lamar's
ated, which was a collaboration supernatural forces, even a 'shando
with Terrace Martin.
spin around. In CeeLo's first verse,
he tries to explain how he is evenly
"Untitled 05 09.21.2014"
odd and avant-garde. Then, in the
This song has a deep familiar- second verse, Lamar explains how
ity with the theme -of depression. women, especially his mother,
Everything from bleeding out have become his heroes. He states
onto the floor, to a head puncture, that they believe he acts like the
to jumping into coals, and even person he was created to be, and he
drowning yourself is talked about helps shape others around him to
in the intro. The first verse talks do the same. He understands that
about Lamar's battle with society everyman wants to satisfywomen
and the justice system. Then, he between the sheets, but women
goes into a tangent of stoking have become his heroes for their
his prey, which is apparently the relentless faith in him. On the last
listener. He wants to blow your verse, they both go in to explanabrains out, but ironically sees you tion about how their childhood
with your family. The second verse shaped them to become the men
consists of punch, talking about his they·are today through proper
world news through the perception parental guide.
of a handle of alcohol. He wants to
speak the truth, but isn't entirely
"Untitled 07 2014-2016"
sure how the world would handle
In this t11ree-part song is about

the arc of emotional rush. The first
verse starts off by getting charged
up on all the things that won't get
you as high as he is. The only thing
that gets him high is money. He
doesn't want problems; he don't
want tricks' he want the [money]
bags. In the interlude, between
parts one and two, Swizz Beats'
5-year-old son Egypt comes on the
vocals, and helps produce part of
the song. In the iast verse of part
2, Kendrick talks about his struggle
as an up-and-coming rap mogul in
the game, and how he had to defy
all the odds for him to.come out on
top. This verse boasts of Kendrick's
originality as a rap artist.
"Untitled 08 09.06.2014"
This song has dual meaning for
the term "blue faces." In the first
verse, Lamar talks about how it
hurts to not have any money and
makes him cry. The "blue faces"
also refer to the new hundred
dollar bills that the government
prints. In the second verse, he
raps about his "homegirl" who
got scammed out while in college.
Now, she wants to obtain knowledgeto gain more money andmake
connections. In the third verse,
Kendrick talks about his home
environment in Compton, and
having to battle the get-rich-fastdope-deallifestyle. Thatwasn'tfor
him, because he can't Jlandle the
first world problems.

KENDRICK LAMAR performs "Untitled 02" on the Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon. (Courtesy of Pitchfork)
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OPINION
McCrory's "bathroom bill" is allything but comlllon sense
BY JUSTIN GOLD

orth Carolina's "Bathroom
Bill," or House Bill 2 (HB2), as
N
itisformallycalled,isnothingmore
than an extremely egregious form
of discrimination. It attempts to
vilify and further marginalize trans
individuals and other gender nonconformists while masquerading itself as "common sense protection."
The bill was seemingly born
out of the fear that the formally
conservative town of Charlotte
was becoming a little too liberal
for its own good, as current mayor
and democrat Jennifer Roberts
sought to expand the scope of
protections for LGBTQ+ citizens
with an ordinance set to take effect
April 1. Specifically, Roberts' ordinance would have allowed trans
and other gender non-conforming
people to use restrooms and locker
rooms that align with their gender
identities as part of a larg.er antidiscrimination bill. However, HB2.
has destroyed any possibility of the
aforementioned changes coming to
fruition in North Carolina.
Instead of treating trans people
with basic human decency, schools,
universities, and businesses will
now have to force these members
of their communities to use restrooms and locker rooms based
on biological sex instead of their
gender identification. HB2 also
prevents local governments from
passing their ovin ordinances that
conflict with it, and as of now it
is perfectly legal for a business to
discriminate against members of
the LGBTQ+ community. Restaurants, housing agencies, taxi cabs,
and other businesses can all legally
refuse service to people based on
sexual orientation or gender identity.
Republican Pat McCrory, former
mayor of Charlotte and current
governor of North Carolina, has
boastfully stated via Twitter that
it was "common sense" to block
Roberts' ordinance in order to
protect the "privacy and etiquette"
ofbathrooms, and thatHB2 was really "for the women and children."
However, a closer look reveals the
obvious truth: there's not a single
thing common or sensible about
this legislation.
In fact, the logic underpinning
this entire dreadful situation is

STUDENTS protest a NC bill that prevents trans people from using the bathroom of the gender they identify with. (Courtesy of Nigeria Newsstand)

nothing short of willful ignorance.
McCrory and other proponents of
House Bill 2 claim that their chief
concern was protecting women
and children. Not only does this
sentiment display a sense of ignorance on the part of the bill's
proponents- because surprise,
transgender women are also women-it also ridiculously stigmatizes
trans people as raging, hyper-sexual
predators that prey upon cisgender
women at every opportunity. Anyone with basic cognitive function
knows this to be wholly untrue.
Not only is that line of reasoning
blatantly transphobic, but it also
ignores much of what we now
know about the causes ofrapes and
sexual assaults. According to the
Rape Abuse and Incest National
Network, 82 percent of all sexual
assaults are perpetrated by someone the victim knows, and only 18
percent occur in public places such
as re.strooms. In addition, oneinfourusa.org reports that for female
rape victims, the overwhelming
majority (98.l percent) of perpetrators are cisgender, heterosexual
men. In other words, to say that the
threat of the transgender assailant
is fictitious would be an understatement, and if cisgenderwomen need
protecting from anyone, it isn't
trans women.
If Governor McCrory is really
concerned with passing measures
and laws to protect a vulnerable
part of the population, trans worn-

en-especially trans women of
color- should be his chief concern,
given that it is trans women, not cis
women, who are most likely to be
accosted in public facilities. Though
much of the violence perpetrated
against trans women often goes
uncovered by mainstream and local news outlets, the past few years
have seen homicides amongst this
group reach record highs. Between
2013 and 2015, at least 53 trans
women of color were murdered.
According to the Office for Victims
of Crime website, one in two transgender individuals will experience
sexual assault in their lifetime, and
the National Transgender Discrimination Survey reports that a
staggermg 78 percent of students
who identify as trans report being
harassed. Perhaps the most shocking and ironic statistic comes from
a study by the Center for American
Progress, which concluded that 70
percent of trans and other gender
non-conforming individuals have
experienced harassment or physical assault in public restrooms. At
a time when the trans community
in this country is at its most vulnerable, a bill like HB2 will only foster
more hostility toward a group that
is already consistently threatened
by violence and discrimination.
Instead of creating an imaginary
boogie man for the state of North
Carolina to fear, Governor McCrory
should be working to ensure the
safety and protection of one of the

state's most at-risk demographics.
There are already a number of
other states with non-discrimination laws and ordinances~ones
that HB2 prohibits from enactingin place all across the nation. According to the The Human Rights
Campaign, at least 17 states, the
District of Columbia, and over 200
cities and counties have passed laws
that prohibit discriminatior.i on the
basis of sexual orientation and gender identity. The Center for American Progress also reports that since
these protections have been put in
place for members of the LGBTQ+
community, there have been no
reported instances of assault or
violence in sex-segregated facilities. These reports and others like
it make it abundantly clear that
there is no threat or risk to be incurred by providing actual common
sense protections for members
of the LGBTQ+ community; you
didn't need me to tell you all of that
though, because unlike McCrory's
reasoning for the passage ofhis legislation, this is actually a common
sense idea.
It's also quite ironic and hypocritical of McCrory and other supporters of the bill to cite protection
of cisgender women as one of their
key concerns for the passage of
HB2, given the fact that under
McCrory, North Carolina has tried
to turn back the clock on women's
rights on numerous occasions. As
unthinkable as it may be, legislators

in North Carolina seem hell-bent
on establishing a bleak reality for
women. In 2013, the state legislature attempted to pass House Bill
695, which would have made it
nearly impossible for women to access safe abortions and would have
also made it legal for employers to
refuse coverage of birth control
based on their moral standpoints.
Moves like this expose McCrory
as a fraud whose intentions are
less about protecting women and
more about using them as tokens
to fuel his vile crusade against the
LGBTQ community. The fact that
McCrory would sign a bill into law
that prohibits local governments
from creating their own ordinances
given the incredible amount of
bogus rhetoric espoused by right
wing conservatives when it comes
to blanket federal regulations hampering state's rights is downright
hypocritical. It would seem though,
that McCrory and other conservatives are totally okay with blanket
laws when it comes to restricting
the rights of marginalized American citizens.
Whether or not you reside in
North Carolina, this issue cannot
be taken lightly. As I write this
piece, there is similar legislation
being considered across the nation; states like Florida and Kentucky have attempted or are in
the process of attempting to pass
their own "bathroom bills." While
HB2's supporters will gleefully
shout about what a great good was
done through this law' passage,
it should be abundantly clear that
this is one of the most discriminatory and illogical laws to be passed
in recent memory, and is only the
first in what will inevitably be a
fusillade of legislation meant to
cripple and dehumanize a portion
of the American population. It sets
a dangerous precedent that will
allow governing bodies to strip
rights away from people as they
please. McCrory and House Bill
2's supporters have distinguished
themselves as opponents ofhuman
decency and equality, and the rest
of us must do the only common
sense thing: stand together and let
the country know that ripping the
rights away from our fellow trans,
gender nonconforming, and other
LGBTQ+ Americans is something
that will never be tolerated or accepted.

·ISIS uses birth control to perpetuate sexual slavery
BY CONRAD SAIN
J r1'FW"1TtR

Though the United States has
evolved into a more progressive society, a fierce debate still
surrounds the topic of abortion.
In a town hall meeting last week,
presidential hopeful Donald
Trump stated his intent to ban
abortions across the United States
and to punish women who attempt
to violate this law. Trump's stance
on abortion is supported by millions of Americans who feel compelled to dictate what women can
and cannot do with their bodies.
These close-minded individuals
are reluctant to embrace modern
forms of contraception, such as
birth control or hormonal treatment. Surprisingly, a foreign fun-

damentalist group has embraced
these practices under the guise
of twisted logic and outdated religious creeds.
The Islamic State, also known as
ISIS, attacked the Sinjar region in
Northern Iraq in August of 2014,
an area primarily inhabited by
the Yazidi people. ISIS soldiers
took nearly three thousand Yazidi
prisoners, subjecting the women
and children to a fate arguably
worse than death: sexual slavery.
Among ISIS soldiers, forcing these
women into sexual slavery is not
seen as a vile or disgraceful act;
rather, it represents a return to
the practices of the Prophet Muhammad's time. The Islamic State
endorses the use of female prisoners as sex slaves and has gone so far
as to publish a pamphlet entitled

"Questions andAnswers on Taking
Captives and Slaves." The guide
outlines the proper "handling"
of these women, who are seen as
nothing more than objects. Not
only is it "permissible to have intercourse with a female slave who
hasn't reached puberty if she is
fit for intercourse," the pamphlet
also establishes sex trafficking
as a reasonable practice. Under
Islamic law, "it is permissible to
buy, sell, or give as a gift female
captives and slaves, for they are
merely property." Soldiers rigidly
adhere to many of these principles,
even when they require the use of
Western medicine.
One of the primary fears of
Yazidi captives is being forced to
carry their rapists' children, an
unfortunate product of an unwill-

ing sexual relationship. However,
according to an obscure ruling in
Islamic law cited by ISIS, a man
must ensure that the woman he
enslaves is free of child before
having intercourse with her. ISIS
soldiers vary in their adherence
to this religious tenet, but it has
nonetheless dramatically influenced the interactions between
these men and their slaves. The
women have relayed stories from
when they were forced to take a
number of oral and injectable contraceptives, ranging from simple
birth control to a more complex
progestin shot. In a more dramatic
case, a Yazidi woman related a
story in whichhercaptordroveher
to the hospital, intending to force
her to have an abortion. Upon her
refusal, he flew into a rage, repeat-

edly punching her in the stomach.
It is clear the Islamic State holds
no respect for women, as they
refuse them the dignity and free
choice every individual deserves.
Americans have branded ISIS
members as genocidal, radical
terrorists, yet in our own country
we have fallen victim to the same
backwards-style thinking. Many
would deny a pregnant woman
the right to choose what is best for
her and her baby, and reproductive health service clinics such as
Planned Parenthood face violent
and slanderous attacks. Ifwe hope
to end the widespread abuse of
women, the United States must
act now. We must embrace the
idea that women should have the
right to choose what happens to
their bodies.
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Kuptz, O onnor va ue acrosse experience
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BY DANIEL CONMY
1) T('R IN 0- lff

Despite being winless on the
year, sports, and lacrosse in general,
can offer value on and off the field.
Junior Molly Kuptz and sophomore Colleen O'Connor understand that despite a tough season,
there is plenty more than the box
score at the end of a game. "The
lessons and values I have taken
from lacrosse have not only helped
me on the field, but off the field as
well," said Kuptz. "Lacrosse has
helped me learn that obstacles will
continually be thrown my way, but
what is defining is how I react and
overcome those obstacles."
O'Connor recognizes the values
of sport and what this season has
meant to her, too. "Lacrosse has
taught me to not care about making mistakes," said O'Connor. "If
I make a bad pass or do something
wrong, I don't have time to sulk
or get mad at myself, I have to immediately get over it and try to get
the ball back to makeup for what I
did wrong."
Kuptz, a local resident from Danville, Calif., attended Carondelet
High School. The junior defender
is majoring in Kinesiology with a
minor in Communication.
Kuptz hopes that her on field
work can further propel her into a
career within the sports field. "After
college I hope to pursue a career in
event planning and management,"
said Kuptz. "Ideally I would like to

Tue. at Nevada, 12:00 p.m.
Fr. at Pacific, 6:00 p.m.
Sat. at Pacific, 6:00 p.m.
Sun. at Pacific, 1:00 p.m.
After an impressive series win
at Santa Clara, Eric Valenzuela's
Gaels travel to Nevada before
resuming conference play in
Stockton.
BEACH VOLLEYBALL

TEAMMATES of Molly Kuptz and Colleen O'Connor battle against University of Oregon Sunday afternoon. (Quentin Martinez/COLLEGIAN)

work for a professional baseball
team, doing PR and planning various events. I am also interested in
working in apparel and promotions
through athletic wear. Hopefully
those two interests will come together one day."
O'Connor has taken a trek
to reach Saint Mary's College.
O'Connor grew up in Keswick,
Va. and is a double major at Saint
Mary's. O'Connor's focus is in

Theology and Religious Studies
and Kinesiology. O'Connor would
like to take her talents and coach in
Europe before, eventually, returning to coach lacrosse atthe Division
I level.
While the experiences within the
game have developed both athletes
inside and outside the classroom
with great work ethic, the team
aspect is what both athletes enjoy.
"Wearealsoaclose-knitgroupand

it is nice to know that my teammates will always have my back,"
said Kuptz. O'Connor echoes Kuptz
sentiments. "I love my team because we have the best assortment
personalities," said O'Connor.
The team has one more home
game onApril 20 against University
of California, Berkley. The team
hopes to get into the win column
over the following weeks, with the
season ending on April 24.

Women's, men's tennis challenged by wee opponents
BY DEAN BOERNER

SC.CRTS EDITOR
After coming into the weekend
undefeated in WCC play; the Saint
Mary's women's tennis team fell
twice to conference opponents in
the span of two days. On Friday, the
Gaels dropped their first conference
match 4-0 to the ninth-ranked Pepperdine Waves. The next afternoon,
Saint Mary's battled LMU hard but
ultimately fell to the Lions 4-3 at
LMU.
Against Pepperdine (13-2, 3-0),
the Gaels struggled early. Saint
Mary's nationally ranked doubles
teamofJanaMcCordandJamiePawid fell 6-3 to Pepperdine's nationally ranked team of Apichaya Runglerdkriangkrai and Luisa Stefani.
The Waves' pair ofsenior Michaela Capannolo and freshman Dzina
Milovanovic then downed 6-4 the
Gaels team of Parminder Kaur and
Kareena Manji.
Pepperdinecontinued their dominance into singles play. Milovanovic
won in straight sets over Aniek Van
Rossum. Pawid lost the first set of
her singles match 6-2 before succumbing to injury in the second,
giving Pepperdine's Laura Gulbe
the victory. Finally, Luisa Stefani of
Pepperdine, the No. 2-rankedsingles
player in the nation, took down Jana
McCord 6-1, 6-0 to complete the win
for Pepperdine.
In their Saturday affair against
LMU, the Gaels found better luck,
but they still couldn't quite scratch
out a victory. At No. 1, Jana McCord
defeated Jessica Perez of LMU
7-6(5), 6-2. Jamie Pawid meanwhile
bested the Lions Kristine Kouyoumj ian at No. 2. Kareena Manji gave

Tues. at Pacific, 4:00 p.m.
Wed. vs. Sac State, 4:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. Boise St. at Staford,
9:00a.m.
Sun. vs. Oregon at Stanford,
8:30a.m.
Sun. at Stanford, 2:30 p.m.
Beach volleyball looks to
capitlize off a win against San
Jose State when the Gaels travel
to Pacific, Sacramento State,
then finish in Stanford for three
matches.
SOFTBALL

Wed. at Cal, 4:00 p.m.
Sat. at San Diego, 12:00 p.m.
Sat. at San Diego, 2:30 p.m.
Sun. at San Diego, 12:00 p.m.
Saint Mary's looks to continue
its two-game win streak when
they travel to Cal on Wednesday
before a three game series at
San Diego.
RUGBY

Sat. vs. Cal Poly, 3:00 p.m.
The Gaels' rugby team will carry
momentum after a 100-25 home
win over Santa Clara into this
weekend's afternoon tilt with
Cal Poly.
ROWING
ALEX HUNT and James Markiewicz won their doubles match over LMU on Saturday. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

the Gaels another point by Anna
Romeka in three sets.
InadecisivematchatNo.4singles
though, LMU clinched victory.
Emma Critser took on Elvira Juravliova in a heated contest. The
twowentto a third set, where LMU's
Juravliova won a 7-5 tiebreaker to
giver her team a"4-3 win.
"That was as close as a collegiate
dual match can be;' said Saint Mary's
Associate Head Coach Simon Harston.
Women's tennis will look to
bounce back when they take on Pacific in Stockton this Saturday.
Men's tennis also saw action last
week against Pepperdine and LMU.

At Pepperdine on Friday; the Gaels
fell 4-0 to the undefeated Waves.
They struggled once again on Saturday, falling to the LMU Lions 4-0.
Against nationally ranked Pepperdine, the Waves dominated from
the start. Nash Vollenweider and
Brian Lee fell in a doubles match
6-3 to Pepperdine's Lautaro Pane
and Pedro Iamachkine. With a 1-0
advantage, the Waves earned three
straight wins in singles play to finish
off the 4-0 sweep of the Gaels. The
Gaels put up the best fight in singles
play at No. 2 when Vollenweider fell
7-5,6-3.
Taking on LMU Saturday afternoon, the Gaels started with a strong

match. Alex Hunt and James Markiewicz won their doubles match
at No. 1 with a 6-2 win. The Gaels
dropped the featured doubles match
though, when Jacob Lagman and
Alex Wagner lost an 8-6 tiebreaker
to LMU's Luke Bohuslav and Lukas
Moenter.
LMU continued their success in
singles play. Moenter defeated Nash
Vollenweider 6-4, 6-1, while Lagman
dropped his match to LMU's Joat
Farah 6-1, 6-3. Errot Smith sealed
the sweep for the Lions by downing
Markiewicz 7-5, 6-2.
Still winless in WCC play but 5-12
overall, the Gaels will host Pacific on
Saturday at noon.

Sat. at Covered Bridge Regatta,
S:OOa.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS

Sat. at Pacific, 11:00 a.m.
MEN'S TENNIS

Sat. vs. Pacific, 12:00 p.m.
MEN'S GOLF

Mon. at Jim West
Intercollegiate, All Day
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SPORTS
York, Villa spearhead first series win over Broncos in three years
BY ALEX CROOK
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

If you're looking for an up and
coming collegiate baseball program
that will continually battle, look no
further than the beautiful rolling
hills of Moraga
It took guts and some deep digging, but Anthony Villa's two-run
homerun in game one and Johnny
York's clean cut performance from
the mound in game two propelled
second place Saint Mary's (15-10,
6-3 WCC) to its first series win over
Santa Clara since 2013 this past
weekendatStephenSchottStadium.
Villa went 2-5 Friday evening
with three runs batted in, two of
which came from ofhis tie-breaking
homerun to put the Gaels ahead for
good. Also contributing were Zach
Kirtley and Nate Nolan, each at 3-4,
and Joey Fiske at 2-3. Nationally acclaimed righthander Corbin Burnes
went 6 2/3 innings Friday evening
while giving up just three hits and
fanning eight Broncos.
Santa Clara scored all five of its
game one runs in the seventh inning
to even the scoring at five, setting up
Villa's game-winner in the last frame.
Game two was a defensive clinic,
as both pitchers combined for 13
strikeouts in a 1-0 win for Saint
Mary's. Kirtley increased his hit
streak to five games, but York's
performance stood as the deciding
factor as he finished with a complete
game to give the Gaels the series win.

Saint Mary's' only run of game
came on a Bronco mishap, a passed
ball by Steven Wilson that served as
one ofjust three combined errors.
The long-standing Bay Area rivalry concluded its only series of
2016 on Sunday afternoon, as righthander Cameron Neff took the
bump for an offensively charged
battle complete with walks, hit batters, and pitching changes aplenty
that wound up 13-9 in favor of Santa
Clara
The Broncos threatened in the
third off a double from Ryan Budnick, as Nefflater threw a five-pitch
walk to GrantMeylan to put runners
on the corners. With Stevie Berman
at the plate tllough, a double-steal
attempt failed as Nolan tagged Budnick out at home to bail Neff out of
the jam.
The Broncos then unloaded the
bats in the bottom of fourth as a one
out Jake Brodt double drove Bermanhomefromfirstforthefirstrun
of the game. The hits kept coming
though as a few innocent mishaps
fused a nightmare, and 12 Santa
Clara batters put the Gaels in a 7-0
hole while forcing them to change
pitchers twice.
Saint Mary's wasn't about to let
go of a potential sweep, though. The
Gaels quickly loaded the bases in
the top of fifth and capitalized with
batters bringing in run after run,
including a three-run double from
Gonsolin that cleared the bases and
tied the game at seven - all while fol-

ANTHONY VILLA was the hero in game two at Santa Clara. The Gaels went on to take t wo of three from the Broncos. (Court esy of SMC Gaels)

lowing afterthe Broncos and forcing
two pitching changes.
But Santa Clara took the lead
backinthebottomoffifthonanRBI
single from Kyle Cortopassi, and
turnedtheframeintoafive-runouting to end the series on a high note
for the Broncos.
Despite dropping the series finale,
Eric Valenzuela's ball club is off to a
better start this year than last. 2015
sawtheGaelstaketheirfirsttwoconference series against middle of the

road teams in Pacific and Portland.
But this year's squad has also accomplished that feat at against greater
competition, ferociously taking two
out of three from traditional conference power San Diego and almost
sweepingup and coming Gonzaga at
Louis Guisto Field, a team the Gaels
dropped three straight to last spring
in Spokane.
A rising star here in Moraga,
Burnes currently boasts a 1.50 ERA
with a spotless 4-0 record. The Gaels

also have a .409 slugging percentage
atthatpointascomparedtolastseason's .397. But even if tl1eir on-base
and fielding percentages are lower
thanlastseason's, the2016Gaelsappear more competitive than last year
'sand are more than ready to make a
run at the NCAA tournament.
Saint Mary's returns to action
Tuesday afternoon to face Nevada
before spending this weekend in
Stockton·for a three-game series
against Pacific.

Barcelona, Madrid split El Clasico tie
BY ELIZABETH MAGNO
COPY EDITOR
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The Champions League is
back -it's a rutbol tournament
that takes place in Europe. But,
let's talkabout a rutbol topic that
may sound a little more familiar
to soccer fans: El Clasico. On
Saturday, Apr. 2, two of the most
well-known futbol teams went
head to head in what was their
264th meeting.
Real Madrid met Barcelona at
Camp Nou, the Catalan team's
home turf. It was easy to see from
the beginning that Real Madrid
was the more dominant team.
This was proven true when the
Madrid side won the match 2-1.
Gerard Pique opened scoring
in the second half with a header
from a set piece, but Real Madrid
came back with an equalizer
from Karim Benzema only six
minutes later. The pro-Barcelona
crowd waited in agony for twenty
minutes, expecting a go-ahead
goal from one of the trident players -Leo Messi, Luis Suarez, or
Neymar, Jr. But instead, a nightmare ensued when Cristiano
Ronaldo, of all players, scored the
go-ahead goal for Madrid with
six minutes remaining in the
match. Unfortunately for Barcelona fans, the team could not
follow through with their own
equalizer. And, in the end, Real
Madrid got revenge after losing
0-4 to the Catalan side back in
November. With the win, Real
Madrid comes closer to regaining the first-place spot in the La
Liga tables-granted, they still
sit in third place behind Atletico
Madrid and Barcelona .
Yet, the Madrid victory was
more than just taking the win.

LIONEL MESSI struggled to find the back of the net in Clasico loss. (Courtesy of en .yibada .com)

Zinedine Zidane's side ended
Barcelona's 39-game win streak,
the longest streak in La Liga history. Cristiano Ronaldo and Co.
showed that Leo Messi and Co.
can, in fact, be defeated (clearly,
there are more than just these
two contributors for their respective teams, but these are the
~o players who are most recognizable in the sports world and
to non-futbol fans). It showed
that the league title is still up for
grabs.
While the Madrid team takes
the glory for this matchup, there
was a positive for Luis Enrique's
squad to take away from the
event. Barcelona currently has
a six-and seven-point advantage
over Atletico and Real Madrid
in the Spanish league and sits
in first place. This match is an
indicator that the team needs improvement, especially in defense.

They can take this loss and use it
to help regain their ambition and
thirst to win as many matches as
possible, to score as many goals
as possible.
El Clasico is a sporting event
that draws in millions of viewers.
It has even become one of the
most watched sporting events
in the world, sitting among the
ranks of the World Cup. It's a
time when the most passionate
rutbol fans come together at multiple locations around the globe
for support, cheering, banter,
heated arguments. It's a time to
watch world class players like
Ronaldo, Messi, Ramos, Iniesta,
Kroos, Neymar, and more. It is a
match up that features not just
two teams, but two cities: Madrid
and Barcelona (the rivalry does
in fact predate the creations of
both clubs). It is essentially a national holiday in th~ rutbol world.
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Saint Mary's buys town of Moraga; pushing residents out
BY ANNE TEAK
'- r.
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On this past first of July, a tense
conversation within the East Bay
was brought to public attention.
Irritated with the rowdy and
out-of-hand partying displayed
by the Saint Mary's students,
Moraga residents brought their
concerns to town leaders, hoping
the council would tighten regulations. Homeowners articulated
how inappropriate the weekend
gatherings and celebrations of
18-24-year-old students were,
and how they had never engaged
in such behavior during their
college years. Consequently,

their frustrations with the local student body are extremely
valid. The student body of 4,257
persons was inevitably turning
the quaint Moraga hills into the
ultimate party school.
This past week, President
James Donahue attended a meeting with Moraga town council to
find a solution to this situation,
preventing the wild Gael parties
from disrupting local residents.
After significant amounts of
debate, thought, and sleepless
nights, President Donahue along
with the town of Moraga has
decided the best solution for everyone involved would be Saint
Mary's purchase of Moraga. With

the town belonging to the Saint
Mary's student body, the young
adults would be free to make
memories and enjoy their collegiate years without being at the
expense of other town residents.
With Saint Mary's ownership
over the town; the school will be
able to provide all students with
four years of housing, as well as an
abundance of parking opportunities. While Moraga apartments
and ·homes would be renovated
for the student body, relevant
businesses would be added to the
Moraga strip. A few rumored contractors are several boutiques, a
bowling alley, and several bars.
"This i.s what we should have

done years ago," senior Rainy
Day commented on Saint Mary's
progressive move. "It'll be cool to
see my friends from Berkeley and
San Francisco come to Moraga
for something fun to do ·on the
weekends."
While the elderly folk and
young families of Moraga have
given the town a certain chaim,
we look forward to running into
them around Lafayette, Walnut
Creek, and wherever else Saint
Mary's students find themselves.
As we look towards the future
with excitement and confidence,
we find peace in this solution that
is truly a win-win situation for
everyone.

Safeway burns down, alleged arson committed by Sodexo
BY SHERLOCK HOMIE

SUrE o ~LEUTH
On Monday morning, Saint
Mary's commuter, John Johnson, squealed into the Safeway
parking lot to grab some last
minute groceries before his 8
a.m. class. When he jumped out
of his car, he was immediately
stopped at the sight of piles of
smoking rubble where the oncebeloved Moraga supermarket,
his go-to grocery option, once
stood. Johnson reached out to
reporters later expressing his
dismay. "In Moraga, there's

POETRY CORNER

Ode to the
Strategic Plan
BY SIR SALISBURY STEAK
RESIDl:.NT PEDANT

Oh great, unwieldy, bureaucratic document
Enshroud_e d in mystery yet
ever present
'Leadership', 'excellence',
'engage'
Are only a few of the words
That raise you up to greatness
Yet obscure all meaning
In many meetings and documents ·
Hath thy great name been
uttered
In powerpoint after powerpoint
Thy structure hath been bulleted
Yet still we ask
Where art thou? What structure do you call home?
What progress hath been
' made
In your name?
We simpletons have been assured
That your existence is absolute
And your work pervades
Every element of our collegiate grounds
Yet still we wonder
When that great day shall
arrive
(if it ever does)
When your tasks shall be
completed
And our mortal understanding
Is no longer a mere haze
And becomes resolute
The day when we may say
There stands the product
Of the Strategic Plan

just not a lot of grocery stores
around Ascot. With Safeway
closed, hell, I might have to
consider getting back on an oncarnpus meal plan with Sodexo."
It was Sunday, in the cover of
night, that video cameras caught
five masked individuals holding kerosene and matches, with
which the set fire to the Safeway
building. While it is still unclear
who is responsible for .. this
atrocity, some are pointing to
Saint Mary's food provider and
multi-national corporation Sodexo. One accuser, second-year
Saint Mary's student Carol Miller stated, "By how much effort
Sodexo put:s into maintaining a
monopoly on on campus food
options, it wouldn't surprise me
if vandalism was their next step
in chasing profits."
In light of these allegations,
Rob Robertson, the General Manager of Sodexo's Saint
Mary's branch, was contacted in
his office for comment. "I mean,

here at Sodexo we always try to
stay on the moral high ground.
We would never, ever, try to
limit the food options ofa Saint
Mary's student, and to stoop to
the point of vandalizing businesses outside of Saint Mary's
campus is just outrageous,"
Robertson stated assuringly
despite sitting but a foot away
from a big carton of lighter fluid
and a black ski mask that were
on his desk. "Moving past that,
wow so now the closest supermarket is what, 20, 25 minutes
away from campus, depending
on traffic? Who wants to deal
with that hassle?" said Robertson who ending his words with a
loud, noticeable, chucl.$:le. "With
the mysterious circumstances
surrounding the late Moraga
Safeway, I guess you never really
know when a supermarket will
just spontaneously burst into
flames, maybe supermarkets
just aren't a secure food option
anymore," Robertson stated

with a slowly growing grin that
spread across his face."All this
being said, if any Saint Mary's
student wants a convenient and
secure food option, we strongly
encourage you to look at our
meal plans." Robertson, who
was by this point beaming with
excitement, then blurted out,
"Especially our Carte Blanche
meal plan!" Carte Blanche is
Sodexo's all-you-can-eat, and
most expensive, meal plan.
When exiting the interview, an
aroused Robertson reportedly
uttered, "Everything is going
according to plan."
Another source reported
hearing him say, "Soon all of
Saint Mary's will have no choice
but to eat from Sodexo's mighty
beak."
At press time, smoke was seen
rising from Mount Diablo Boulevard as fire engines raced to
what appeared to be a combusting Whole Foods Market.
Conspiracy! Conspiracy!

Gaelapalooza is making a coming back. Yeah.
BY B.A. WARE
!NANl:VATE.HAUNTED HOUSE

As most of you seniors might
remember, Gaelapalooza was afunfilled time on the Chapel Lawn complete witha barbeque, rock-climbing
wall, and live music.
Bay Area-based hip-hop group
Starting Six was slated to play at
Gaelapalooza in 2013, but after a
controversy over the offensive nature of their lyrics, they were disinvited and barely anyone went to the
event, insteadchoosingto party over
at the lower townhouses.
But the Saint Mary's administration, after seeing how well students

have been behaving over the past
few years, have decided to bring the
event back this semester. And to
make things even better, they are
inviting Starting Six back.
Whenaskedapouttheevent, band
member Nie said, "We're stoked to
bring the party to Saint Mary's this
spring. We were kinda pissed after
they canceled the gig a fewyears ago,
so we are ready to get crazy."
Instead of charging admission
to the event, Saint Mary's is requiring every student in attendance to
bringtheirown breathalyzer. Public
safety will be checking each person
as they walk into Gaelapalooza to
ensure that they are below a 0.08

BAC if they are 21 or over and nowhere above zero if they are under
the legal drinking age. If you pass
the test, they are allowing those of
age to bring in one bottle of alcohol
per person.
In an interview with MTVu, the
band gave this piece of advice to college students: "Don'taskforpermission, ask for forgiveness." Sounds
like they really know how to get a
group of young people to behave in
a civilized way at a school event. So
get ready Gaels! It's time to break
out the short-shorts, crop tops, and
margarita mix and dance your booties off to tunes like "Thirsty'' and
"On Yo Beach."

Campus
Calendar
Horror Movie Screaming Contest
Everywhere
All thetime
Campus Wide
Contact Man Eating Shark
111-111-1111
Justin Bieber fights Aaron
Carter
Saturday, April 2nd
2:03a.m.
Soda Center
Contact Whoever booked Aaron
Carter and forgot about the Biebs
campuslyfe@stmarys-ca.edu
Serious Discussion on Issues
We'll get back to you on that
6:45a.m.
Fillipi Study Room A
Contact Ronda la Ronda
rrr@stmarys-ca.edu
Deer Kegger (students not
welcome)
M,W,T,F,S
The Witching Hour
Front Lawn in front of Chapel
Please don't try to contact us
Just stop.
Initiation of Le Resistance
Friday, April 8th
7:42p.m.
The Grove
Contact Victor Hugo
Place message in bottle
Pool Party
Right now
Ya Snooze Ya Lose
Underneath Oliver Hall
Contact Yo Mama
you'vebeenburned@gmail.com

DIVERSITY: let's do something about it, maybe
reader's volume as dedicated space insights and opinions.
for women of color.
"It really is time for our students
In the past, the readers have been to learn thatthere are plenty of piecfull of excerpts from works bywhite es of literature that were written by
men. Some favorites include, "Only people of color. I hope that students
Men Can Read This" by Thomas will enjoythese diverse perspectives
Hobbes, "Kill Whoever You Need andex:pand theirworldviewpastthe
To" by Niccolo Machiavelli, and "A one white males have created for
Woman's Virtue Is A Man's To Take" them," Temple said.
by William Shakespeare.
Consequently, some Seminar
Many members of the Seminar decision-makers do not support the
faculty were eager to comment on new readers. Tonald Rump, a new
the matter. Shirley Temple, head · Seminarcommitteemember,spoke
of Collegiate Seminar, is pleased against the new Seminar readers,
to provide students with diverse saying, "This is stupid. These people

have lots of problems, and I don't
want to hear about them." Rump
continued, "Our students shouldn't
care what these people have to say.
We should be teaching them how to
get themselves a young, beautiful
piece of ass."
So far, Dr. Martin Luther KingJr.'s
"Letter from the Birmingham Jail"
has been the only approved text.
Because of their success in selecting suitable readings in the past, the
Seminar committee is not taking
requests .for potential texts to add
to the program at this time. •

The Campus Calendar column is
a service that is vaguely aware of
what's going on at Saint Mary's.
If you would like us to include
your event please write it down
on a piece of paper and throw it
out your window. Our resident
falcon may or inay riot retrieve it.
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UUDISED
What type of Fauxboy are you? Follow this helpful flow chart to find out!
By Olivia Meme

Start here:
How is your hair cut?

It's short on the sides,
and long on the top.
Why does this matter?

I

Ok, I admit it. I...

___ /

Justin Bieber is a...

I

\
Totally wish I
had a
hoverboard.

Punk little girl.

It's not a Friday night until
I...

Vape.
My most used app is ...

I

I know you're onTinder. Your
picture is of...

~I

\

~---~

Text at least four
uninterested girls
and get no reply.

Me and a baby. Not
my baby, of course.
But chicks love
babies.

I
You're at a party and you see a
girl you've been tryna get at.
You walk up to her and say ...

My preferred method
of communication is ...

\ ___

I

"Where's my
hug at??"

Snapchat,
always.

\

I

Class A

Class B

Class C

Congratulations! You're a Class A
Fauxboy, but you don't need me to
tell you that. You're proud of your
fauxboy status, and you flaunt it
every time you give a girl your
snapchat username but not your
phone number. You'll never cease
your fauxboy ways, so do what
makes your ego soar and keep
asking for the Christiano Ronaldo at
the barber shop.

Hold your vape pens, folks, we've
got a Class B Fauxboy in the
building. While you don't display
the typical traits associated with
Class A fauxboys, you're easily
spotted when asking a girl "haha,
and then what?;)" So keep your
socks and sandals on and get out
there, you Class B charmer - with
your covert fauxboy style, she'll
never see you coming.

As a Class C Fauxboy, you're
probably grossly angry with my
narrow portrayal of men in this
flowchart. "Not all men!" you chant
loudly. Not to worry, Class C, you'll
have your day soon. With your
fierce denial of being a fa·uxboy, you
affirm your Class C status even more
- especially since you probably have
"nice guys finish last" as a shortcut
on your phone.

